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"God, I love it,"...Stephen King.
The goriest of tales
Authors treat students to horror stories
by Sean Brodrick
Two masters of the horror story,
Stephen King and David Morrell, read
aloud some of their favorite selections
Monday night in the Hilltop Conferen-
ce Room.
King, author of books such as
Salem's Lot and The Shining, told the
audience of about 50 people that they
were not going to read their scariest
stories as was advertised, but rather
their most gruesome ones.
"These are not the kind of storiesyou write to go 'Booga-Booga', but
rather to see if you can make someone
ralph on their pants," King said.
Morrell, author of First Blood and
Testament, read a story. He said as
a way of introduction that he was "in-
credibly addicted to speed in a story."
"I am fascinated by how efficiently
you can tell a story," Morrell said.
Morrell's first story was called Black
Evening, and was about a cop called to
an old house to investigate "a sten-
ch...The stench was like old potatoes
turned liquid in their jackets."
King's first story, called Weeds, was
about a Maine farrner' unhappy en-
vol. 88, no. 58
Walter S. Schoenberger, right, chairman of the Council of colleges, grins while being recognized
by Prof. Christina Baker for his years of service to the College of Arts and Sciences. (OR er photo)
Painting arsonists souqht
She said it took place etween 2 and 3 amby Ruth DeCoster 
Saturday. A girl in the dorm had called campus
police and by the time they reached Oxford,
residents were outside trying to put out the fire.
According to Arsenault, she has spoken to
dorm residents in an attempt to find out more
information. "Students are really good about
saying what they know. They don't want their
dorm destroycd. They care about the dorm and
the place they live in."
A letter was sent out last week by Arsenault
telling dorm residents that the painting was
worth $1,000. Another letter was sent yesterday
morning correcting the value of the painting
and telling students that if the responsible per-
sons were not found thc dorm would be held
accountable for the damage.
The letter stated either male residents would
be accountable or the blame would be placed
on the whole dorm, the first floor or first floor
south. The dorm Damage Board would decide
what was to be done.
Arsenault said she thought the minimum
punishment for those responsible would be
paying for the painting. Maximum punishment
would probably be a court case.
Nancy Arsenault, resident director of Oxford
Hall, said Monday that with the help of campus
police detective Terry Burgess she may soon
find out the identification of individuals
responsible for stealing and burning a painting
donated to the University of Maine.
The oil painting, donated in 1978, was done
by Maine artist Richard Tucker of Camden.
Entitled "From the Porch," the painting depic-
ted a view of the sea from the artist's porch.
The painting was taken from the first floor
lounge in Oxford Hall April 11. It was valued
at $2,500, said Vincent Hartgen, director of the
UMO art collection.
According to Arsenault, there were between
three and four men involved. "Three people
have come down and said that they could iden-
tify them," she said, "But they didn't know
their names."
After taking the painting from the dorm, the
men put it near some trees between the east and
south wings and set it on fire. Arsenault said
the trees "are just inches from the building."
(Fillmore photo)
counter with a fallen meteor.
The authors had different ap-
proaches to telling ther stories.
Morrell built up the suspense of his
story, chilling listeners with phrases
like, "the cellar is the place you think
you ought to check first, but you
always check last."
King took a more laid back ap-
proach to his tale, showing up to the
story-telling session with a beer in his
hand, and pausing occasionally in his
narration to say things like "God, I
love it," with a big smile on his face.
King said his next book, Cujo, will
be out in September.
"It's an all-American novel," King
said cryptically. "It is about a boy and
his dog in Maine, what could be more
American than that?"
King also said he was going to be
doing a film with George Romero this
summer called Creepshow, combining
a number of short horror tales. Weeds
will be one of the stories in the movie.
Romero's films Night of the Living
Dead, Dawn of the Dead, and Martin
will be shown Wednesday, April 22 in
Nutting Hall, as part of a week-long
series of horror presentations by
UMO's English department.
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Report assesses
dormitory lifestyle
by Brian Farley
Dormitory life at UMO may not have a "Zoo" atmospt here, but
according to a report recently released by a Residential Life task
force there are still serious problems affecting tht quality of life
there.
The report, issued yesterday at a Council of Colleges meeting,
focuses on the effects dormitory life has on the academic perfor-
mance of students, and lists recommendations made by the task
force to improve conditions. Thomas Aceto, chairman of the
committee and vice president for student affairs said the task force
found conditions less than desirable in some cases, but not as "Ap-
palling" as some faculty members and administrators have
charged.
"The committee was unanimous in finding that conditions in the
dormitories are not appalling," he told the council. "There are
problems, but we should not lose sight of the fact that the majority
of dormitory students are law-abiding, contributing citizens. It's a
minority of students that is responsible for these problems."
The task force, which was comprised of 21 members who are
either students, faculty members, administrators or parents, has
been visiting students and Residential Life staff members in the
dormitories for the past nine months. Although conditions were
not considered "appalling," the committee's report did recom-
mend the following problems receive immediate attention from the
university community:
--Abuse of alcohol and other drugs
--Excessive noise and other disturbances
--Inadequate consideration for other residents
--The presence of unwanted and uninvited persons
--The perception on the part of most students that they have no
control over their living environment.
--A lack of support on the part of students, faculty members and
administrators for faculty involvement in residence halls.
With 55 percent new students in the dorms, it's not surprisingthat there are problems," Aceto said. "Many of these students
need to be educated(about dormitory life.) Implementing this planis going to take some period of time."
The Residential Life plan of attack includes:
--Continuing extensive training of RA's and RD's.
--Preventing alcohol aouse through various counseling programs,and disciplinary action it necessary.
--Increased involvement from faculty and administration to help
students determine educational purposes and goals of residentialliving in a community of scholars.
--Designating areas within each residential complex for the purposeot encouraging responsible use of alcohol.
At the conclusion of yesterday's meeting , the Council of colleges
endorsed the task force report and agreed to send a letter toPresident Paul Silverman to notify him of the endorsement.
Maine Campus. Tuesday, April 21, 1981
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Thomas Hamilton. of Student Legal Services, pauses between talking with
students Monda in an effort to gain petition signatures supporting SLS. It
has been proposed 1)) student go‘ernrnent that SLS receive a cut in funding.
(Olver photo)
Professors can schedule
prelim exams next week
by Brenda Bickford
Professors can give prelim exams the
week before finals without violating
university policy, according to Kathy
Schoenberg, of the registrar's office.
"There is no policy saying
professors can't give exams during the
last week of classes," she said, "but
they cannot give final exams that
week."
Denise Carlson, a sophomore food
and nutrition major, said she doesn't
think it's fair for professors to give
exams the week before finals.
"People are too busy studying tot
finals. How are students supposed to
study for an exam the week before the
have finals? I didn': think professor
could do that," she said.
"I think it depends on how many
finals the person has," said Julie Nein,
a junior biology major. "It (having an
exam the week before finals) doesn't
bother me. I suppose it might bother
some people, especially if they have a
lot of finals. They (professors) ought
to ask their classes what they think
about it."
David Spellman, former student
government president, said having a
prelim the week before finals could be
a hassle.
"I've always heard it was against
academic regulations. I know of one
professor who is giving a prelim on
Friday and the final is on Tuesday," he
said.
"I've heard some students
grumbling about having a prelim the
week before finals. I don't have a
burdening course load, but can
imagine how people with 16 to 18
credits would feel. A lot of professors
avoid it, because it creates extra
grading work for them but some
professors who give exams that are
graded by computer do it anyway.
Having a test the week before finals
puts extra pressure on students. Theyjust get done with an exam and have to
study for finals," he said,
DIRECT WAY PAPER
WAREHOUSE
Bond-Mimeo
-Duplicate
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls
Envelopes-Pads
1 oilet & Facial Tissue
Direct Prices
For information call 942-2628
1216 Hammond St.,
Bangor, Me.
Greeks have
successful
celebration
by Susan Allsop
Another Greek Week has rolled to a
close and it was a successful one at
that, according to Donna Stephens, an
organizer of this year's event.
"I think it went over really well, the
only thing that put a damper on it was
the weather," Stephens said. It was
the third year in a row that it rained on
Greek Week.
The Greeks reached their goal in the
blood donor drive, collecting 447 pints
of blood and breaking the Northeast
Regional record. Beta Theta Pi won
overall and for the fraternities in
donating the most blood, while Alpha
Chi Omega won for the sororities.
Pi Beta Phi sorority and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity won overall
for gathering the most points in all the
events combined. In second place
overall, Alpha Phi sorority and Sigma
Phi Epsilon won and in third were
Alpha Chi Omega sorority and Beta
Theta Pi fraternity. In the little sisters
category, Sigma Alpha Epsilon won
first place and Alpha Gamma Rho
came in second.
Events included a few people getting
dunked in the raft race, which ran
down the Stillwater River from behind
Sig Ep to ATO. Beta Theta Pi frater-
nity and Pi Beta Phi sorority won in
this event.
In the parade many entries were
damaged by the rain, but Delta Up-
silon fraternity and Alpha Phi sorority
managed to place first with Phi Gam-
ma Delta fraternity and Pi Beta Phi
sorority in second. Alpha Tau Omega
and Delta Delta Delta placed third.
But the celebration is not over yet,
since the Greek concert was postponed
until Friday, May 1 because it was
originally scheduled opposite of the
Bill Chinnock concert last Friday. The
concert, for Greeks only, will feature
Avenfield and Hazard.
Winners of the overall weekend
events were awarded trophies Saturday
and the presidents of the winning
fraternity and sorority next year will be
the bearers of the torch that signifies
the opening of another Greek Week.
STUDENTS
"We're Still Here to Save You
Money"
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
Do Your Own Auto Repairs
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. — 8:00am to 8:00pm
Sat. — 9:00am to 5:00pm
Sun. — 10:00am to 4:
DIRECT WAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St. Bangor
942-2782
"ANDNG A CAREER
GRADUAVION?" PRO
HER
RAMS
The purpose of these programs is to assist seniors who are beginning to jot,hunt or have not started seeking employment. Besides a discussion of jot,search methods, several seniors will be describing their experiences, bothgood and bad, in such areas as interviewing and cover letter campaigns.Pleasemake use of this program before you prepare for the job market.
For BUSINESS Seniors:
Tuesday. APril 12 7pm Little Hall 140
For LIFE SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE
And EDUCATION Seniors
Wed., April 22 7pm Winslow Hall 210
For ARTS AND SCIENCES Seniors
Thursday, April 23 7pm little Hall 140
--
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CAMPUS1
CRIER
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA'S
SEAFOOD INDUSTRY For addres-
ses of over 70 Alaskan Seafood
processors. and info to help you
decide if this work is for you, send
your name. address. and $5.00 to:
"Alaska Summer Jobs" Box 1220.
Waterville, Maine 04901 QUICK
REPLY
FOR RENT: May 1st at $30. weekly.
Room with kitchen priveleges.
Bangor. Call 942-5666
IN ORONO--We are now showing
and renting furnished apartments
and mobilehomes for next August
29. 1981. No Children. No Pets.
942-0935.
Happy Birthday Bruce Clavette
in Hannibal, Love, Agnus, Bar-
bara, Robin, Marsha, Gigi,
Carla, Kathy, Jo, Michelle,
Leslie, 610 Therapy Group,
Fanny, Jean Ann, Pam, Kerry,
Aunt Kay, Charlotte, Fairy
Godmother, Uncle Roy, Diane,
Eugene, Mom, Dad, Myrna, Dr.
Canie, Dot, Punch, Melanie,
Mrs. Gertrude Clavette, Anne,
Holiday Personalities Inc.,
Siamese Twins, Nancy R.N.,
Bunny, P. Rob Oscis, Marilyn
and Cheryl.
HELP WANTED-Waitress/
chaimbermaid for sporting camp.
Late May thru August. For ap-
piontment, telephone 796-2213.
Summer Sublease: Penobscot
St., ORono. Furnished 2-
bedroom apartment--rent
negotiable. Convenient location.
Call 866-7041.
LOST: Brown frame eyeglasses
at the Chinnock concert. Call
Bobby, Apt. 66, 2733 if found.
Sublet: 5 rooms plus bath.$190/month. Call Luke or Ron,581-7440.
TAU EPSILON PHI--Now showing
rooms for summer boarders. Great
location and excellent price. Great
accomodations. $25 private room.$20 per person double. Must be: 18
years or older; U Maine student .Call
866-5627, ask for Kevin or carl.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
2 bedroom apartment in Orono for
summer. Rent negotiable. Call
Maggie. 866-2403 or 581-2583
Professional person in Bangor with
furnished 2 bedroom apartment in
Bangor looking for person to share it
with beginning July 1. Rent
$160/month. Includes heat and cable
T.V. Days. call 947-3341. Eves.
945-9649. Be persistent.
3-3tp
1. 11 Super Beetle 1974-Inspected,
good shocks, body, 28 mpg.$1,400. Alan Miller. 581-7586.
Ten room house for rent.
Full year beginning in June.
Reduced summer rent.
827-7058.
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Terrorism and violence divide Cyprus
bc Brenda Bickford
Cyprus, a small island in the Eastern Mediterranean, is apart of the world where terrorism and violence has played apart for 11 years in the lives of the Turkish and GreekCypriots who live there. The fighting has stopped, but theisland continues to be a country divided.
Cem Giray ( Bickford photo)
"There have been many tragedies there," said Cem Giray,
a UMO student from Turkish Cyprus. "There are two sides
to the island. The north is Turkish and the south is Greek.
There are United Nations troops stationed on a green line
which divides the island in half. No one is allowed to cross
the line," he explained.
Giray said the tragedy began with the Greek Eoka terror
organization in 1954-55. Their plan, according to Giray, was
to "First oust the British and then deal with the Turks", more
than 700 people were killed, including Turks, British and
Greek opposers in 1955-58.
Theodales lonnou, a Greek Cypriot living in Bangor, saidboth Greeks and Turks on the island have suffered during the
Turkish occupation of their country.
"For seven years now the Greek Cypriots have lived under
the threat of a total occupation of the island by the Turks. I
am a Greek Cypriot who lived in the tragedy in all its dimen-
sions," said loannou. "My village was occupied by the Turks
and those who survived are refugees. I was a prisoner of war
at the age of fourteen in the prisons of Turkey."
A coup d'etat led by Nibs Sampson, was agreed upon on
July 19,1974, and carried out by the Cypriot National Guard,
with the support of the military regime in Athens, against the
President of the Republic, Archbishop Makarios.
"Using as a pretext the overthrow of constitutional order
and the necessity of restoring it, and protecting the Turkish
Cypriot community, Turkey made a military landing
operation in Cyprus on July 20, 1974, occupying 40 percent
of Cypriot territory," loannou explained. "Two hundredthousand Greek Cypriot refugees flocked out of the 'Antillaline'. Six thousand were killed and three thousand are still
missing."
Both the Security council and the General Assembly of the
United Nations have condemned the Turkish invasion, accor-
ding to loannou. They have also demanded the withdrawal
of Turkish troops and the restoration of the independence
and sovereignty of Cyprus.
The Peace Operation, a name given to the Turks who inter-
vened on July 20, 1974 to save the republic and restore peace,
was successful according to Giray. 'The island was divided in-
to two zones after the exchange of refugees was completed.
After Archbishop Makarios died, Spyors Kyprianou, a
Greek leader, took over the Presidency and claimed himself
the President of the whole island according to Giray.
A Turkish federated state was set up in the northern part of
the island on February 13, 1975. Kyprianou refused to
negotiate with the Turkish side until June 15, 1979, according
to Giray. Negotiations were recessed on June 22, 1979, but
began again on August 9, 1980.
"I think the solution will be found. The new generation is
filled with hope. We should try to forget about the past and
look to the future," Giray said.
Hike in student activity tee
could change clubs to varsity
bv. Darcie McCann
An increase in the student activity
fee could put more money into club
sports, perhaps enough to give some
varsity team status, David Ames,
Director of Intramural Activities said.
"One trend of the university ad-
ministration is to keep fees as low as
possible," he said. "They don't want
to cut programs. Everybody wants a
quality program but nobody wants to
fund it."
Without some increase in the money
allocated to these clubs from student
government, these 13 sports will
remain at club status, he said.
Recreation, intramurals and club spor-
ts received $12,000 this year in fun-
ding.
"With declining budgets," Ames
said, "the trend across the country is to
cut sports, not to add them. That is
why I would doubt any new projects
will be added right now."
Athletic Director Harold S. Wester-
man blames much of the financial
problem the university sports are
having on the state of the economy.
"It would not be feasible to add any
new varsity programs now," he said.
"We are having difficulty in financing
the programs we have now."
Clubs receive the lowest priority for
physical educational facilities because
of the small amount of people in-
volved, Ames said. Intercollegiate
sports, intramurals, free play and
phys. ed. classes receive higher
priority, he said.
"For the number of people in-
volved(426) we have a hard time
justifying giving up facilities that other
programs already use," Ames said.
With more varsity teams being drop-
ped down to club status due to finan-
cial reasons, "that creates much more
of a problem with people hollering for
the space, time, and money.
Maine Campus
Advertising Manager
applications available
in 107 Lord Hall.
Deadline
Friday, April 2
They have found a substance in
marijuana which is very close to
the female hormone. Some men
find they are developing feminine
characteristics- Ronald Reagan
.1 .1•111*.11•41••...M.4111••
Tuesday, April 21-Saturday,
April 25 Maine Masque presents
The Crucible. Tickets at ,Hauck
Auditorium Box Office 11-2 daily
and 6:30 p.m. until showtime.
Matinee Friday, April 24 at 2
p.m. Matinee tickets $2.
Evening performances $3 and $4.
4 p.m. ENGLISH DEPT.
"WEEK OF GORE." David
Morrell, English, U. of Iowa, will
speak on "The Tough Guy in
American Detective Fiction."
101 EM.
12:10 p.m. FOREST RESOUR-
CES SANDWICH SEMINAR.
Dave Clements, S. D. Warren
Co., will speak on "S. D. Warren
Biomass Project." 204 Nutting.
6:30 p.m. GENERAL
STUDENT SENATE
MEETING. 153 Barrows.
7:15 p.m. SCHOLASTIC
HONOR SOCIETIES
BANQUET. Wells Commons.
7:30 p.m. DISTINGUISHED
LECTURE SERIES. Israeli ar-
tist Ester Lurie will speak on her
Holocaust paintings and sket-
ches. Reception follows. Damn
Yankee Room, Union.
8:15 p.m. CONCERTO CON-
CERT. Winners of the UMO
Music Dept. Concerto Com-
petition. Orono Methodist
Church.
5.
•449,1t.49-449,49
-2,
-0,-.0,-G^.-0,-0.-0,0,-0,-.0",49,..O..~-,,c, ,c,...- ,o, _.,;.•-, , .0- 1
FUN IN THE SUN
it
‘4/6%
Carrying on the Great
American Folk Tradition
Saturday 11-6
"Our Kind of Fun"
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Editorials
Tarnished trust
The role of the press is to inform the public so thatthey are able to make intelligent decision on mattersthat affect them. It is the responsibility of the mediato present this news to the people in the most ac-
curate, unbiased manner possible.
To be effective the media must have the trust of its
readers and when this trust is broken everyone suf-fers. Last week this relationship was severlydamaged by a 26-year-old Washington Post reporter
named Janet Cooke.
Cooke did a story on an eight-year-old heroin ad-dict in the W as hington area and described the child'slife in detail including quoted from social workers,police officials and the boy himself. The boy was
referred to only as "Jimmy" and never gave the trueidentity of the addict, citing confidentiality of the
sources.
The story was so impressive that it was awarded
the coveted Pulitzer Prize, journalism's highest
award.
Within days of the presentation, however, thegrisly facts came out. The prize-winning article byCooke was fake. The quotes were fabricated, the
events were fabricated and Jimmy was fabricated.
The Post immediately printed a front-page apology
and tried to explain how such a thing could have
happened. The damage was done, however. Cooke
not only discredited herself but she disgraced the
Post and the entire profession. Cooke gave fuel to all
the critics of the press, who cry "foul" everytime an
article comes out that is of a negative nature. It
makes people who already question the credibility ofjournalists even more suspicious of our profession.
The fact is that errors do occur due to the nature of
the business with its deadlines and the inexactedness
of the science. But deliberate deception of the
public, while it does exist, is rare and against every
principle of journalism.
The mistake of a few, however, should not
discredit all others who strive for accurate, aggressive
reporting. There will always be the Janet Cookes of
the world but as long as there are reporters like ner
there will also be 100 others of the class of a Wood-
ward and Bernstein (the Watergate heroes) and of
the trustworthiness of a Walter Cronkite.
Janet Cooke may have tarnished the trust but ithasn't been broken.
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The fatal cut
A proposal will come before
the General Student Senate at
tonight's meeting which is one of
the most irresponsible pieces oi
psuedo-legislat ion ever devised
by the student representativebody on this campus.
The proposal would help the
overall financial picture of
student government by
drastically reducing the funding
for the Student Legal Services
Board. Student Legal Services
currently gets $48,000 a year
from activity fee revenues and
uses this amount to provide a
whole gamut of services to
students at this university. In
recent years, the number of
students using various SLS ser-
vices has risen greatly. Over this
time, the SLS budget has also
grown respectively. SLS this
year has requested $60,026 in or-
der to keep up with their demand.
Student government has other
ideas about the SLS budget,
however, they feel SLS should get
only $19,200. A cut of almost$29,000 from this year's budget.
The reduction in funding, that of
almost 61 percent, would
seriously cripple the ability of
SLS to provide legal and other
services.
Worded into the proposal is a
condition that "any student
requiring any services in excess of
consultation and advice will be
required to pay a minimum of a
five dollar investigation cost fee
as well as case-regulated expen-
ses and fees above regular tase
fees."
The entire proposal, including
the above proviso, is extremely
ill-advised.
SLS is without a doubt, (you
can say that again) without a
doubt, one of the three or four
most used and valuable services
provided by student government.
The way that student gover-
nment reached the figure of
$19,200 is by deciding to give SLS
no more than 8 percent of the
total student government budget.
That 8 percent works out to$19,200.
The idea of saving money is all
well and good, but to even con-
sider cutting such an area as
student legal advice is absurd.
Money can be cut in several
areas of students government,
but this in not one of them. If ex-
treme cuts have to be made, and
this proposed cut is definately ex-
treme, then they should be made
where they will hurt the least
amount of students.
No budget cutting will be fair
to everyone. It just can't be
done. I'm all for supporting
many worthwhile groups such as
women's lacrosse or rugby or
whatever, but if money is short,
these groups must suffer. SLS
must not.
Before voting either way on the
proposal tonight, student
senators must check out the facts.
It is imperative to know what is
being voted on, and why.
If this is done, then SLS will
not have any funds cut, becauseif their services are cut, student
government as a whole is lettingdown the many students on this
campus.
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Letters
EQUAL
TIME
The Main( Cumpu,
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and
include a name and telephonc
number.
Names %ill be %ithlield
under special circumstances.
"Anonymous" and open
letters, although welcome, %ill
not be published.
The .Watne Catupars reser‘e,
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarity, taste and to fit a‘ailable
space.
Student senate attendance
To the Editor:
I would like to draw your in-
terest to a needy minority, the
student senate. Attendance of
the meetings is decreasing
rapidly as more students
decide they do not want the
hassles from the job and their
constituents. There is a
growing lack of activism, and
opinions of the students senate
are very low.
The attendance of the
meetings by the senators is get-
ting rediculously low. Many
of the recent meetings barely
had quorums. There are two
major easons for for this. The
first reason is the hassle and
pressure involved with the job.
The second reason is split into
two parts, the first being the
hassle and crticism many
senators get from their con-
stituency. The second part of
the problem is the lack of
commendation for anything.
The attendance problem is
directly related to another
growing problem. This is the
lack of activism, of organized
demonstrations of feelings.
The trees on the mall and
tuition increases are examples
of things which could use
student organization or
protest or, in some cases, sup-
port.
Start a move out of your
own little world; come to a
senate meeting. We need in-
put from the people we serve.
The senators who stay for
the meeting are concerned
students trying to do their part
and see money put to the best
use where it will benefit the
majority of the students.
I could go on much longer,
but u would just be em-
phasizing the same points.
We need student interest so
the senate and students can
work together. Quit "dum-
ping" on the senate' so much;
or, if you must bring up the
bad, bring up the good too.
Dan Bartlett
York Hall Senator
Blood drive
To the Editor:
I would like to publicly
thank all the donors and
volunteer workers who made
the Greek Week Blood Drive
a northeast record breaking
success. Four-hundred forty-
seven pints of blood were
collected from sorority and
fraternity members aswell as
from people like Vice
President Aceto, Student
Government President Charlie
Mercer and many other mem-
bers of the UMO community
of faculty, staff, and students.
Special thanks go to Mr.
Carville and his staff at
Memorial Gym for the use of
the facility, to Dean Lucy's
office for helping us with
typing and running off the
paper work, to the publicity
committee chaired by Diane
Boissonneault and Bob Lat-
tanzi, and finally to Donna
Grefoire, Donna Stephens,
Dave Christofferson and Pete
Hoefele for donor recruitment
and over all support.
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Arches over Bar Harbor
As a resident and native
of Bar Harbor, I feel that
the addition of McDonald's
would not be "...like a
hungry stray dog donating a
day's food scroungings to a
weel-fed poodle from a
good home," as Tim Mc-
Closkey stated in his
column Friday.
The proposed Mc-
Donald's would be seasonal
and would be on a trial-
basis this summer.
Common complaints
from people opposed are: it
would take business away
from smaller restaurants; it
would lead to other fsat-
food chains; it would take
money out of the town; and
it would increase litter.
McCloskey said "...(it)
would undoubtedly take a
large chunk of the existing
restaurants' business.. .To
some local merchants
struggling because of scar-
ceties of gasoline and
declining tourism.. .it would
be the crowning blow."
A report was recently
released stating that last
year was an excellent year
tourism-wise and this
season looks to be even bet-
ter. In addition to this fac-
tor, I do not think Mc-
Donald's would take alot of
the tourist business away
from smaller restaurants.
People who come to Bar
Harbor for vacation are not
likely to eat at McDonald's
They are more likely to eat
at a place that is not so
common. The Mc
Donald's chain does not
serve seafood like lobsters
or clams which are popular
local attractions.
As far as it taking mony
out of town, where does the
money from businesses
that relocate in Florida for
the winter season go? The
owner of the lot where the
trailer is to be located pays
taxes and if McDonald's
should decide to build a
permanent structure they
too would pay taxes to the
town.
The concern that other
fast-food chains would
spring up is one I can un-
derstand. However, I do
not feel that enough
business would exist to sup-
port too many such chains
and few would be willing to
invest for an operation that
would be seasonal.
Litter seems to be a
major concern of opposers
But people litter, not
business. There is just as
much litter potential from
other businesses. Most
chains provide trash cans
which are adequate to han-
dle the problem.
Another concern is that
McDonald's would not em-
ploy local people. Unless
they hire college students
from away, which most
other businesses do, I don't
see how they could not hire
local people.
The proposed location,
presently a privately-owned
parking lot, is one that
would not take away from
the harbor or existing
scenery.
There are few fast-food
style take-outs in town and
I think the competition
would be good for the in-
dustry.
McDonald's would offer
a fast, economical place for
residents. It would be more
of a service to residents
than tourists. A service
which I feel is needed.
sen. william s. cohen washington
Oil thefts in the U.S.
While activity on the
Senate floor has focused on
the Reagan Administration
budget proposals in the past
few weeks. Senate commit-
tees and subcommittes also
have been meeting to ad-
dress a variety of issues.
Through participation in
hearings of the Indian Af-
fairs Committee, the Com-
mittee on Aging and a
Governmental Affairs Sub-
committee on Energy,
Nuclear Proliferation and
Government Processes, I
have been able to explore
problems of national and
regional significance.
The Senate Select Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs
has begun an investigation
of reports that both oil and
natural gas are being
removed illegally from
storage tanks on Indian
reservations and public lan-
ds throughout the United
States. As committee
chairman, I ordered the in-
vestigation to determine
what changes need to be
made to improve policing
of these natural resources.
At a hearing on April 6,
committee members
questioned officials of the
U.S. Geological Survey
who share, with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, respon-
sibility for monitoring oil
and gas leases on tribal and
public lands. Understaffing
and unclear designation of
authority have seriously
hindered the ability of these
two agencies to track oil
and gas from the time they
are taken from the ground
until they are delivered to
the refinery.
It may be that the respon-
sibility for protecting
resources stored on these
lands needs to rest in one
agency. The committee will
examine testimony from
this and future inquiries to
decide what congressional
action, if any, is required.
...IT MAKES
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World news
Mental patients' rights to be decided
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Supreme
Court has agreed to decide whether
some mental patients have the right to
refuse treatment with drugs packing
the potential for seriously harmful side
effects.
The justices said Monday they will
review a Massachusetts case in which
two federal courts ruled that mental
patients involuntarily committed to
state-run hospitals have such a con-
stitutional right.
The nation's highest court already is
studying the scope of mentally han-
dicapped persons' "Right to treat-
ment" in a Philadelphia case expected
to be decided sometime before July.
In it, the justices are reviewing a
federal appeals court ruling that men-
tally retarded natients have a right to
be treated in setting "least restrictive to
personal liberty."
The Massachusetts case involves
what is a standard medical practice in
most states- the treatment of mental
Patriarca trial
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - A
lawyer for reputed New England crime
boss Raymond L.S. Patriarca filed a
motion Monday in Superior Court to
delay his trial, citing a medical report
from a cardiologist hired by the state.
In a report submitted to the attorney
general April 7, Dr. Albert S. Most
wrote Patriarca is suffering from
"bona fide coronary artery disease
which makes him a potentially unstable
courtroom participant.
"Exposing Mr. Patriarca to the risk
of emotional stress...can not be con
sidered in his medical best interest,"
Most wrote.
Patriarca is accused of ordering the
1965 slaying of small-time hood
Raymond "Baby" Curcio and is
scheduled to go on trial May 11 on a
charge of being an accessory before the
fact to murder.
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patients with "anti-psychotic" drugs,
those used in treating psychoses such as
schizophrenia.
Seven mental patients in the Boston
State Hospital sued the state in 1975,
seeking to block the use of such drugs
on them without their consent or the
consent of their guardians.
U.S. District Judge Joseph Tauro
ordered the hospital to stop using the
anti-psychotic drugs on any patient
"without the patient's consent of the
consent of the patient's guardian, if
any, except where there is a substantial
likelihood of, or as a result of, extreme
violence, personal injury or attempted
suicide."
State officials appealed. The 1st
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals last
Nov. 25 upheld Tauro's ruling that
mental patients who have not been
found by the courts to be incompetent
have "a constitutionally protected in-
terest" when choosing to reject the
drug treatment.
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News Briefs
ZAMBOANGA CITY,
PHILIPPINES (AP)- The
prospect of a new military
operation against Moslem rebels
on Pata Island in the southern
Phillipines has prompted
thousands of Moslem inhabitants
to evacuate, local officials said
Monday.
A spokesman for the Zam-
boanga-based Moslem Regional
Executive Council said between
2,000 and 3,000 Moslems left on
a boat used for taking food sup-
plies to the embattled island 100
miles southeast of Zamboanga
and 610 miles southeast of
Manila.
Rebels of the Moro National
Liberation Front seeking Moslem
rule in the southern Philippines
killed 119 government soldiers in
a Feb. 12 attack on Pata Island,
and army retaliation is expected.
BALTIMORE (AP)- The stab-
bing of an inmate at the
Maryland Penitentiary triggered
a protest Monday by more than
50 other inmates at the maximum
security prison, according to
public safety officials.
Inmates angered by the mor-
ning stabbing of the inmate, who
was not identified, refused to
return to their cells from a
recreation yard inside the prison
compound, located in the city's
downtown, said spokesman
William Clark.
The stabbing and inmate
protest were the latest in a series
of problems involving the state's
prison system, which is under
federal court order to reduce
overcrowding.
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Power rates may rise
by ten percent
AUGUSTA, MAINE (AP) - The
rising cost of oil will drive up the cost
of electricity for Central Maine Power
Co. customers by 10 percent this sum-
mer, if the Public Utilities Commission
approves a requested increase inCMP's
fuel charge.
The state's largest electric company,
has asked that the higher fuel charges
be put into effect in June to cover the
cost of oil that is used to generate
roughly half of the utility's power.
The fuel charge is separate from
basic electric rates, for which CMP
plans to seek another increase soon.
Last year, the PUC authorized a $16
million increase in CMP's basic rates -
less than half what CMP had
requested.
Under CMP's proposal before the
PUC, the fuel charge would jump from
5.7 cents to 6.3 cents per kilowatt hour,
CMP said in a statement announcing
the propo.al
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American economy turns up
WASHINC I ON (AP)- The nation's
economy grew at a robust 6.5 percent
annual rate in the first quarter of 1981,
the biggest jump in nearly three years,
the government reported Monday. But
the Reagan administration quickly
contended the good news is no reason
to dump the president's economic
recovery plans.
At the White House, where officials
have been talking of an economy in
dire straits, Murray Weidenbaum,
chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, conceded that the new
Commerce Department figures showed
"a nice start" for the year.
But he argued that the brisk growth
should not "overshadow the fact that
inflation and unemployment show lit-
tle sign of near-term improvement."
"The near-term outlook suggests
that we will not be able to duplicate the
first quarter's performance," Weiden-
haum said in a prepared statement.
The first-quarter Commerce report
showed a 6.5 percent annual growth
rate for "real" gross national product-
the value of all American goods and
services after discounting for inflation.
The growth rate, helped along by
strong consumer spending, showed the
biggest quarterly gain since the 9 per-
cent recorded in the second quarter of
1978.
Real GNP had risen 3.8 percent in
the final three months of last year as
the national economy recovered from
the spring recession. A 9.9 percent
drop in the second quarter dragged
down the overall 1980 growth figure to
a negative 0.2 percent, the first yearly
decline since 1975.
The first-quarter figures for this year
seemed to show the recovery picking
up speed, but Budget Director David
Stockman said they were "hardly in-
dicative of any trend." He also con-
tended that Commerce's GNP implicit
price deflator, which officials use to
subtract inflation factors from surface
GNP totals, "is obviously not a real
reflection of the inflation rate."
Argentina covets
Faukland Islands
PORT STANLEY, FALKLAND
ISLANDS (AP)- Antarctic gales are so
fierce here that no trees grow. Wrecks
of 116 sailing ships litter the harbors
and inlets. Even in summer, men chop
peat in the bogs and burn it to warm
their homes.
Still, the 1,813 settlers, spread over
200 islands with 659,000 sheep, lead a
comfortable, if hard-earned,
coexistence with the elements. Now, as
winter nears, the harsh South Atlnatic
climate seems the most manageable of
outside forces.
More threatening to islanders, who
are British and want to remain so, are
the political winds blowing from
Argentina 300 miles away. The
military government there is pressing
an historic claim to the Falklands to ex-
tend its search for offshore oil and
strengthen other claims in Antarctica.
Equally unsettling is Britain's
willingness to give up the Falklands,
one of its last colonies. While pledging
to respect the wishes of the islanders,
British officials have urged them to
come to terms with Argentina.
"It makes me mad that in this day
and age, after Afghanistan, that
democracy like ours can be pushed into
domination by a foreign dictatorship
where people are tortured and disap-
pear off the face of the earth," said
islander Velma Malcolm. "We want
nothing to do with Argentina."
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Man gets three years for beatings
TUCSON, ARIZ. (AP)- Rancher
Patrick Hanigan was sentenced Mon-
day to three years in prison for his
federal conviction in the 1976 beating,
robbery and torture of three Mexicans
who had crossed the border seeking
work.
Hanigan, 27, was given a three-year
sentence on each of three counts rob-
bery affecting commerce, but the sen-
tences are to run concurrently, U.S.
District Court Richard M. Bilby said.
Hanigan, who could have been sen-
tenced to a maximum of 10 years in
prison and fined $10,000 on each of the
counts, remains free on bond pending
completion of an appeal.
He was found guilty in February in
Phoenix by one jury while a separate
jury found his brother Thoma, 23, in-
nocent of the same Hobbs Act charges
St emming from the Aug. 18, 1976, in-
cident.
Evidence during the trial showed
that the three undocumented Mexicans
had crossed the border illegally in sear-
ch of work at a southeastern Arizona
ranch when they were bound, stripped,
robbed, tortured and shot at near the
Hanigan ranch before being sent
fleeing naked back to Mexico.
It was the Hanigan brothers' second
trial under the federal law more co-
mmonly used in anti-racketeering
cases. The first trial, conducted in
Tucson in 1980, ended with a dead-
locked jury.
The Hanigans were acquitted in a
1977 state trialonChargesof kidnapping
assault and robbery growing from the
same incident.
Another child's body
is found in Atlanta
ATLANTA AP— The naked body of
a black person at least 15 years old was
discovered Monday on the banks of the
Chattahoochee River, but authorities
said they were unable to determine
immediately whether the body was
male or female.
"We kind of think it's a male, but
we don't know for sure," Fulton
County Police Chief Clinton Chafin
said after the body had been removed
to the Fulton County medical
examiner's office. He estimated the
age at 15 or more.
Sgt. Ted Hall of the Atlanta police
missing persons unit said a 15-year-old
black Atlanta boy was reported
missing about 11/2 hours after the body
was found Monday. The grandfather
of James Ralph Johnson said he had
last seen the youth April 6 and had
assumed the boy was at his sister's
house.
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I Attention Graduate
i Students and Faculty -
1 All graduate students and
faculty are cordially invited to 2.
the Graduate Semi-
Formal to be held on April 251
1981 at Estabrooke Hall. Cashl
bar begins at 9:00 p.m. Dance
to One Last Swing.10 p.m.-
2 a.m. Singles are welcome. ;
No admission charge.
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Bottle drive Southern college has gone to potto raise funds
for charity
by Peter Phelan
WMEB is helping Sigma Chi with its
fourth annual bottle drive this year.
The proceeds of the drive which will
be held Tuesday and Wednesday will
be donated to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, said Doug Joseph of
MEB.
"With the radio exposure, we should
be able to collect more bottles and raise
more money," than the $1,600 plus
Sigma Chi raised in last year's bottle
drive alone, Joseph said. $1,600 is
32,000 five-cent cans.
The dormitory and fraternity that
donate the most bottles and cans will
receive a completely assembled party
each, he said. The party packages each
include: A $120 gift certificate from
Discount Beverage (equal to at least
two kegs); hot dogs from the Jordan
Rice Co. and W.A. Bean & Beverage
and soda from the Pepsi Cola Co..
Collectors from Sigma Chi and
WMEB will be going door to door in
the dormitories and fraternities tonight
and tommorrow evening from 6 to 10,
Joseph said.
"We only have enough manpower to
collect on campus, but we're hoping
this year that off-campus people will
drop their bottles and cans at Sigma
Chi," Joseph said.
Don Tondreau, of Sigma Chi, said a
check for the amount raised will be
presented during the Jerry Lewis
Muscular Dystrophy telethon on Labor
Day weekend at WVII TV channel 7 by
representatives of the fraternity.
b} Mike Davis
The University of
Mississippi is known for
many things: the gracious
ladies often refered to as
"Southern Belles," huge
weeping willow trees that
somehow add elegance to
the looks of the campus, a
champion football squad,
and a pot farm where Uncle
Sam raises, de-seeds, and
rolls marijuana for medical
study.
Marijuana could grow
very well in New England.
This state, however, could
not compete with the
South's warmer climate
where the plant cultivates
under prime conditions.
Maine was not approached
by the government to grow
it, said Prof. Rollin Glenn
of UMO's plants and soil
sciences department.
"When I taught at
Mississippi, I knew about
the dope farm," he said.
"But, it was run by the
medical department, not
agriculture."
"When I was a kid(in
Virginia) we'd grow it all
the time," to which he
quickly added, "for burlap
and hemp rope, mainly.
We grew it in Virginia- in
fact, all through the South.
People would raise fifty
acres of marijuana, ya'
know. And ya' didn't
even need a license to grow
it, either. This was during
World War II."
Fifty acres of land has the
potential of yielding 500
tons of marijuana, which
translates into 74,666,667
joints weighing .6 grams.
"Oh, we knew ya' could
smoke the stuff, alright.
But, we didn't mess with
it.. .dope smokin' wasn't
the fad then, ya' know," he
reflected.
Mississippi doesn't spend
great sums of time or
money blocking the nar-
cotic trade on its campus
because, "Schools down
there are very strict about
the behavior of its studen-
ts," Glenn said. "The
men's and women's dor-
mitories are on opposite
ends of the campus, there's
a curfew on co-ed visitation
rights, and dope smokin'
isn't the problem that it is
here.. .When my daughter
came to UMO last
semester(from Mississippi),
she said that she could
smell dope every time she
went into the dorms. So,
she's stopped going."
New Edition referendum
b.), Susan Allsop
Student Government is holding a referen-
dum Wednesday to determine what the
student attitude is towards the senate fun-ding the New Edition as a club.
Charlie Mercer, student government
president, said, "It is basically a referendum
to find out the public's sentiment. The
senate will take the results under ad-
visement.'
The senate denied the New Edition (for-
Corrections
An article on the Mattline
company, in the Thursday, April
16 Campus, referred to four
related companies which were
omitted. These companies are:
Linen Crest, Heirloom Collec-
tions, Future Enterprises and
Gourmet International.
In Monday's Campus an ar-
ticle on New Games Day used an
incorrect date. The games will be
held Saturday, April 25.
In the Wednesday, April 15
Campus, there appeared the
following headline: "Student
senate allocates over $10,000 to
boards." The headline should
have read'; "Student senate
allocates over $100,000 to boar-
ds."
The Campus regrets the error
ii-=-=,-- ra-M--='4033==aoraorac3Mra
t')'s Student Government
Fi
5,1 REFERENDUM-tils .
t"
t's Wed, April 22, 1981
Voting in the Union
8am to 4pm
merly the Student government sponsoredpublication) funding earlier this year anddeclared that it was not a viable student
organization. New Edition supporters
petitioned the senate's action and requested
a referendum vote which is open to all
students.
"The referendum will ask basically the
question, should the New Edition be con-
sidered a viable student organization," Mer-
cer said, that should be funded by the senate.He said the senate would review the results
of the referendum to consider student
opinion.
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"Oh, we knew ya' could
oke the stuff, alright.
t, we didn't mess with
..dope smokin' wasn't
y fad then, ya' know," he
lected.
Aississippi doesn't spend
:at sums of time or
iney blocking the nar-
ic trade on its campus
:ause, "Schools down
re are very strict about
behavior of its studen-
' Glenn said. "The
n's and women's dor-
ories are on opposite
Is of the campus, there's
urfew on co-ed visitation
its, and dope smokin'
't the problem that it is
e...When my daughter
ne to UMO last
tester(from Mississippi),
said that she could
Al dope every time she
it into the dorms. So,
's stopped going."
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Sports
Baseball team smashes Holy Cross
by Joe McLaughlin
The field was muddy, the tem-
perature was near the freezing point
damage from the rain and snow.
Coach John Winkin said he was happy
that even one game could be played.
"It was a Division 1 game and they're
Tom Mahan threw through the cold and snow and pitched Maine to an 11-3
win over Holy Cross.(Stephen Olver photo)
and snow and rain fell from the skies,
but this did not stop the UMO baseball
team from defeating the Holy Cross
Crusaders yesterday, 11-3.
The Maine players seemed immune
from the adverse weather conditions as
righthander Tom Mahan pitched a
seven-hitter getting help from several
good fielding plays and more than
adequate hitting.
The Bears were scheduled to play
two games against the Crusaders, bu
the second game was cancelled because
the playing field suffered too much
important," he said. "But once the
field gets muddy, you can never tell
what might happen. You just hope
nobody gets hurt."
Centerfielder Brad Colton started
the first Black Bear scoring attack in
the second inning when he stroked a
long double into centerfield. Third
baseman Mike Coutts then drew a walk
walk and Colton moved to third on a
long fly ball to rightfield by second
baseman Mark Sutton. With run-
ners at the corners, catcher Ed Pickett
then stepped to the plate and smashed
a 360-foot homerun into left field.
Supplied with a three-run cushion,
Mahan then proceeded to put down the
Crusaders in order in the top of the
third. Rightfielder Tom Vanidestine
started off the Maine rally in the bot-
tom ot the third when he dragged a
bunt single down the first base line.
Leftfielder Kevin Buckley then reached
base on an error and was followed by
first baseman Kevin Bernier, who
lashed what proved to be the game
winning hit into centerfield, scoring
Vanidestine and sending Buckley to
third. The Bears scored their second
run of the inning when Buckley scored
on a long sacrifice fly to center by
Colton.
In the fourth inning, Mahan got into
a little trouble as Holy Cross rallied for
three runs. Catcher Dave Stenhouse
started out the inning with a line drive
double and moved to third when lef-
tfielder Jim Vest grounded out.
Stenhouse then scored the first Holy
Cross run when rightfielder John
Ahern doubled to right-center. After
Ahern moved to third on a long fly
ball, shortstop John Gross drew a walk
and first baseman Ed Scannell lined a
single into center, knocking in Ahern
and Gross on an errant relay throw.
That concluded the scoring for Holy
Cross, however, as Mahan regained his
control facing just 11 batters in the
next three innings.
Answering the Crusaders scoring at-
tack, the Black Bears exploded for six
runs in the bottom of the fourth. With
Mark Sutton and Ed Pickett drawing
walks, designated hitter Dick Whitten,
after faking a bunt, lined a double into
right, scoring Sutton and Pickett. Joe
LeMay, the Holy Cross pitcher, then
seemed to settle down as he got Adams
and Vanidestine to fly out. However,
he once again lost his control giving up
two walks and two singles which
resulted in four more Maine runs.
Mahan, now supplied with an eight
run lead, breezed through the
remaining three innings and improved
his record to 2-4. He had good control
throughout the game giving up seven
hits, four walks, and striking out three.
"Considering the bad weather
situation he(Mahan) had to deal with,
he had a real fine game and had only
one bad inning that might not have
happened on a dry day," said Winkin.
The Maine pitching staff has been
coming on strong in the last few games
after a slow start during the Florida
trip. In the last three games the Maine
hurlers hve given up only six runs. Of-
fensively, the Black Bear sluggers have
been hitting the ball hard, combining
for 25 runs in the last three games.
On Wednesday, the Bears will con-
tinue their busy schedule when they
play a double-header against the
University of Southern Maine.
Righthander Billy Swift will pitch the
first game and right hander Don Mason
will pitch the second game. Maine's
record now stands at 14-11 overall and
8-2 in New England.
4' STUDENT- FACULTY WEEKEND
Former
"Variety Show"
Memorial Gym "PIT"
* Sign-up in Student Government
Office by Friday, April 24
*Winners will be determined by
amount of appl-iise and creativity
*YOU CAN*
WIN!
$200. 1st prize
$100. 2nd prize
$75. 3rd prize
$50. 4th prize
For the group or person who puts on the best
'skit' in the STUDENT/FACULTY weekend
variety show!
Saturday, April 25, 8:00pm
Sponsored by Student Government
* *
in honor of
President Arthur A. Hauck
"County Fair"
$1.00 for faculty - -
and off-campus students
* tickets will be sold at information
booth in the Memorial Union on
Monday-Wednesday, April 20-22.
Special events during lunch.
)Field House April 25, 10:30-130(
* * *
10
Softballers split
by Dale McGarrigle
The UMO women's softball
team split a weekend
doubleheader with the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy in New
London, Conn. to keep its record
at the .500 mark.
Maine won the first game 5-2
behind the pitching of Sheri
Denis. Denis was aided by the
timely hitting of shortstop Ethel
Macklin (two singles, one home
run), third baseman Janet
Hoskin (two doubles and one
single) and second baseman Nute
Pinkham (one double, two
singles). Macklin also gained a
pair of stolen bases.
The Bears lost the second game
when the U.S.C.G.A. squad
bunched together a triple and two
singles to pull out a 4-3 win.
UMO coach Janet Anderson.
praised the baserunning of
second baseman Yvonne
Mcllwain, who stole one base
without even drawing a throw.
Losing pitcher Nancy Szostak
helped her own cause by belting
two doubles and stealing a base.
Monday's scheduled
doubleheader against USM at
Lengyel Field was rained out and
will be made up Thursday as the
team travels south for a weekend
tournament in Vermont. The
home doubleheader scheduled
for Thursday against Husson will
be rescheduled to Apr. 29.
This afternoon, the team heads
to Waterville for a doubleheader
against Colby, with Denis and
Linda Graham drawing the pit-
ching assignments. Anderson
plans to split up the playing time
among all her players.
Ruggers blank
Colby 12-0
by M.D. Madigan
The UMaine ruggers have
qualified for the championship
round of the Eastern Collegiate
Rugby Tournament at the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst this weekend by gaining
a decisive victory over the Colb
College RFC last weekend.
Sloppy conditions again
plagued Maine's attack and the
Colby Mules held Maine at bay in
the first half, after which there
was no score. Maine came back
in the second half and scored
three tries to win 12-0.
Maine got on the board in the
second half when rookie Bob
Waterman (a former UMO
linebacker) romped in from 30
yards out to make it 4-0, after
which the conversion failed.
Maine came back to make it 8-
0 when fly half Dave (The Whale)
Easton took the ball on a pass
from 8-man and captain Brian
Osborn and powered in from two
yards out. Maine made it 12-0
when wing Jeff Rand brought it
in from 40 yards out with some
great open field running.
Osborn is looking forward to
this weekend's tournament.
"Last week's match was hard hit-
ting and should prepare us for
this weekend's tourney. If our
defense continues to play like it
has this season, we should do well
in the tourney."
Maine captured the prestigious
Sportsmanship Trophy at UMass
last season. The Maine ruggers
leave for UMass on Friday and
will play their first match at 11
a.m. on Saturday.
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Seko wins Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) - Toshihiko Seko, a
durable speedster from Japan, avenged
one of his rare losses and ended old
rival Bill Rodgers' domination of the
Boston marathon Monday, pulling
away in the final five minutes en route
to a record smashing effort in the 85th
annual classic.
Seko, who pressed Rodgers to a
course and U.S. record two years ago,
shaved one slim second off the
American distance king's mark while
covering 26 miles, 385 yeards in 2
hours, 9 minutes, 26 seconds.
The 24-year-old Seko, winner of the
last three Fukuoka International
marathons in Japan although he con-
centrates on shorter distances , put
away Rodgers with about six miles to
go and then wore down unheralded
Craig Virgin of Lebanon, Ill.
Seko sprinted across the finish line
more than 250 yards ahead of Virgin,
who held on for second place exactly
one minute behind in 2:10:26. Rodgers
was third in 2:10:34, failing in a bid to
become the first runner ever to win the
Boston Marathon four consecutive
years.
After easily clearing "Heartbreak
Hill", the last of three hills which cost
him victory here in 1979, Seko ap-
peared in command. However, he said
he didn't think he took the lead until he
passed Rodgers' sporting goods center,
less than four miles from the end.
"I ran my own race, set my own
pace," Seko said through an inter-
preter. "I've been training for the hills
and they didn't bother me today. I just
didn't want to have a fight at the end."
Then, turning to Rodgers, whom he
beat at Fukuoka in 1978, a few months
before their meeting in Boston, Seko
said: "I'm sorry I broke your record."
"Toshihiko was better than anyone
here," the 33-year-old Rodgers said.
"It was a fantastic race, and he was
determined to win. Obviously,
Toshihiko will be No. 1 in the world
now. I'm just happy I came close to
him."
Seko and Virgin, running only his
third marathon, pulled away from
Rodgers heading toward "Hear-
break."
"I had a few pains in the side, and I
could see Toshihiko and Craig battling
it out," Rodgers said. "I just said to
myself, 'all, they're going to pull
away."
Allison Roe of New Zealand set a
women's Boston record in her debut.
She ran the route in 2:26:45, shattering
the record of 2:34:28 by Canada's
Jacqueline Gareau last year.
Pati Catalano, the queen of U.S.
women distance runners, was second in
2:27:51, followed by 1979 Boston win-
ner Joan Benoit, in 2:30:15, Julia
Shea, 2:30:38, and Ms. Gareau in
2:31:26.
;;.••••••IP. -^
Bill Rodgers failed to win his fourth
consecutive Boston Marathon,
finishing third behind Toshihiko Seko
and Craig Virgin(Gail Brooks photo).
Our fares
are worth
waiting
Do you know what a youth stand-by fare is? No? Well, it's
an empty seat no one reserved at regular prices. Air New England isprepared to make those seats available to you for extraordinarilylow prices if you're 21 or under. So you can fly somewhere
and back on Air New England for a lot less than you ordinarily
could. For example, a round-trip ticket from any of our New England
cities to Boston only costs 50 bucks. (That's beans!)Or a round-trip from cities like Cleveland to Rochester, or Burlingtonto New York only costs 75 bucks. (How d'ya like them apples?)Fly stand-by with Air New England. Because if you can
stand the thought of waiting a bit, you stand to save a lot of money.Call your travel agent or us for prices and schedules.
Air New England A
We're going places "a
rer:7 •
ailed to win his fourth
Boston Marathon,
ehind Toshihiko Seko
(Gail Brooks photo).
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Kevin Dy_er
UMO trackman fourth in BC Relay decathlon
by Richard (;an 
The decathlon is a test of
strength and stamina, and last
Monday and Tuesday, Kevin
Dyer passed that test en route to a
fourth place finish in the B.C.
Relay decathlon with a score of
5,908 points.
In all probability this also
qualified him for the New
England Championships to be
held sometime in mid-Nlay at the
University of Rhode Island.
The decathlon is essentially a
mini-track meet. It consists of 10
events run over two days to
decide the winner. The 1(X)-meter
dash, the long jump, shot put,
high jump, and 400-meter run are
all done on the first day. On the
second day, the athlete finds him-
self participating in the 110-meter
hurdles, discus throw, pole vault,
as and the 1500-meter run.
-The athlete can not be just a good
runner, or just a good field events
person. He must be well rounded
and equally skilled in both if he
hopes to win.
Dyer went into the decathlon
lacking two essential ingredients
that all decathletes need if they
hope to win, experience and an
all around training program.
This was only his second
decathlon, and the first one had
only three people in it. Dyer
could hardly be called a seasoned
veteran.
He had put in little time on the
field events, opting to run cross
country instead. In addition,
Dyer couldn't long or high jump
until the week before the meet
because of a pulled hamstring.
Yet Dyer still did well. Hi
point total was much better this
time around, even though he
• recorded his worst throws ever in
both the discus and the javelin.
On the first day he ran the 100-
meter dash in 11.4, and followed
that up with a leap of 20'3" in the
long jump. Dyer then put the
shot 30', high jumped just over
6', and ran the 400-meter run in
50.9. This gave him a first day
point total of 3,305, good enough
for second place and it put him
one point ahead of his goal. First
place was occupied by a former
UMO student, Eric Lammi, who
now runs for the Greater Boston
Track Club. Lammi had a score
of 3,521, 214 points ahead of
Dyer.
The second day had as many
ups and downs as a roller coaster
ride for Dyer. He ran the 110-
meter hurdles in 16 flat, a per-
sonal best, but he also hit every
hurdle. He threw the discus 77',
good enough for his worst throw
ever. Dyer then pole vaulted 11',
another personal best; but then
he threw the javelin 104', a per-
sonal worst again. He finished
the "ride" by running 4:28.3 in
the I,500-meter run, giving him
his only win of the decathlon.
His second day point total was
2,603, more than 900 points
behind his total the day before,
and the cause of his fourth place
finish.
Dyer blamed his fourth-place
finish, not on the bad weather or
his hurt hamstring, but on his
poor performance in the weight
events. "I can easily get 300
more points from the discus and
the javelin, all it's going to take is
some more work on my technique
with Coach Styrna," said Dyer.
Dyer will now start training_,(
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1 Wednesday Night§ The Return of the
Wet T'Shirt Contest!
First Prize $100.00 Cash
"Come early-you won't want to be left out"
Bounty Taverne
500 Main St., Bangor
specifically for each event in
preparation for the New Englan-
ds. He feels that with more work
on the weights, and the extra time
spent on practicing his form in
the field events, he will improve
enough to go from his present
eighth place New England
ranking to around third.
"People told me I have good
speed and jumping ability so I
decided to try it (the decathlon),"
said Dyer. "I'm going to try it
for a couple of years and see how
it goes. I think ultimately I can
hit 7,000 points, but I'm just
going to have to wait and see."
Kevin Dyer, one of the best all-around athletes on UMO's outdoor track team,
recently captured fourth place in tiew England at the B.C. Relay decathlon.
To UMO Professors
who have signed up for
a Union Mutual tax-
sheltered flexible.
premium annuity:
(1) Do you know that you are losing money by
continuing to participate in the plan?
(2) Do you know that you could lose up to 35% of
your hard-earned gaid-in capital if you needed
your money to meet an emergency and had to
withdraw it from Union Mutual?
Were you misled as I was into thinking that your
money would grow if invested in the tax-
sheltered annuity when you signed up for it?
Maybe we can get our money back in toto and invest
it more wisely if we get together and fight Union
Mutual. Send me a note if you want to know what I
know now about the Union Mutual Tax-Sheltered
Annuity. No charge for the information. Write:
Prof. Joseph Antonitis
Psychology Dept., 301 Little Hall
or call me at 866-25-6 mornings or evenings. You
may be able to save all of the money you have invested
in the Union Mutual tax-sheltered annuity. Call me.
You'll be glad you did.
(3)
Joseph A ntonitis
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Senior Celebration
May 8
Parking lot
behind
Field
House
Groups:
stki;306
The Stompers
The Neighborhoods
Randy Hawkes
The BOSTON GLOBE Reader's Poll
Top Local Rock Band No. 1 The Stompers
-January 22, 1981!
The Stompers —
"A high energy group from Boston who
have proven to be the perfect combination
of musicians to provide a clean, unadorned
'60's sound."
The Stompers —
"A fun-loving Boston Rock/R&B con-
tingent that never fails to give 100% as they
blister through a couple of sets, with singer
Sal Baglio tuning the crowd like a master
craftsman."
Steve Morse is a pop writer for the BOSTON GLOBE
July 31st, 1980
The Neighborhoods —
"The most consistent top-level band in
Boston."
The BOSTON PHOENIX
December 27, 1980
THE NEIGHBORHOODS
and also featuring RANDY HAWKES
Tickets on Sale:
April 20-24th
April 27 & 28th
10am-2pm Booth outside Bear's Den
Price:
Dinner/Concert tickets S900/each
(Seniors and 1 guest) 
Concert tickets (everyone) s400
Also available at the booth: Graduation Announcements, Buttons, and related information
concerning graduation.
